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“I’ve been in love, I’ve been heartbroken, but all I knew

all the time was that no matter how hard it is, that harsh

time will come to an end some day.

So don’t be scared just – Fall  in  Love…….”

(Extract  from  the  book)
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ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Yatin Chopra is just 16. A student of class 12th of D.P.S.
Mathura Road, New Delhi, He is multi-talented. He plays
keyboard, writes poetry and now an author. He has never left
any opportunity to charm people with his talents. Movie making
is another passion of him. He is also a huge movie maniac. He
has been able to reach this stage with the support of his family
and friends. This young blood came up and has been able to live
upto his dream by writing his debut novel ‘TUM HI HO’ which
is a beautiful piece of art. He would be an inspiration for all the

youth out there willing to pursue their dreams.

You can contact him at:

Website – www.yatinchopra.com
contact@yatinchopra.com
Facebook.com/yatin.chopra.71
Snapchat - yatin1999
Instagram - @yatin_chopra
Twitter - @Yatin_thewriter

Tum Hi Ho (Novel’s) Facebook page:
facebook.com/TUMHIHOthenovel

Tum Hi Ho (Novel’s) Twitter  page:
@TUMHIHOthenovel

Website – www.tumhiho.in
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Thanks to my mom, Monica Chopra and my dad Neeraj
Chopra for being such supportive and allowing me to chase my
only dream of becoming a writer. My grandparents Chander
Chopra and Vinay Chopra encouraged me for the same. My
cute little sister Khyati Chopra who was the most excited for this
novel and all my relatives.

My friends who were there for me even at the mid-night–
Manika Bindra, Vishesh Oberoi, Sarthak Aggarwal, Lakshay
Kapoor, Devansh Kapoor and many more for their support.

I would like to share my brief thoughts about how the idea
of writing a novel struck to my mind–

It started when me and my friends were chit chatting in the
classroom talking about careers. I always had a dream of
becoming a writer but my confusion was how to begin with
something out of the box.

My first big achievement was the play that I wrote for the
weekly class assembly which gave me a title of writer in my
class.
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When I had a little bit of experience of writing, my first aim
was to try for a screenplay. That was read by many and helped
me draw attention towards myself.

This was absolutely the right time when I could test my hand
on something big.

It was 12:30 am and I was about to start something on my
laptop. ‘A romantic story’ this is what my mind said but with a
different flavour and after about a year I was ready with it –
‘TUM HI HO’

24th Feb, 2016 – the day when I completed it. My novel was
ready.

I discussed it with my dad and my dream came to life.

All I want to say is that don’t just read this novel. Also FEEL

IT. Imagine, picturise and let it touch your heart.

My last words

Tum Hi Ho


